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Abstract

We address the problem of estimating automatically from audio signals the similarity between two pieces of music,

a technology that has many applications in the online digital music industry. Conventional methods of audio music

search use distance measures between features derived from the audio for this task. We describe three techniques

that make use of music classifiers to derive representations of audio features that are based on culturally-motivated

information learnt by the classifier. When these representations are used for similarity estimation, they produce

very significant reductions in computational complexity over existing techniques (such as those based on the KL-

Divergence), and also produce metric similarity spaces, which facilitate the use of technologies for the sub-linear

scaling of search times. We have evaluated each system using both pseudo-objective techniques and human listeners,

and we demonstrate that this efficiency gain is obtained whilst providing a comparable level of performance when

compared with existing techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent growth of digital music distribution and the rapid expansion of both personal music collections and

the capacity of the devices on which they are stored has increased both the need for and the utility of effective

applications for organising, browsing and searching music collections and generating playlists from them.

In order to implement search-by-example queries for music databases (‘find me music similar to X’), recommen-

dation queries (‘find me music similar to music I already own’) and playlist generation queries (‘find me music

similar to these N tracks’) we need to be able to estimate the similarity of one track 1 to another.

Currently, estimation of a music similarity metric is implemented in the following ways:

1) by using data acquired about users’ listening habits and/or purchases and applying the technique of collabo-

rative filtering (essentially “users that played X also played Y ”); [1];
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1We use ’track’ in this paper to mean a piece of recorded music that is available in a digital format. In online music databases, tracks have

a typical length of some 3 minutes (although some, classical music in particular, can be much longer) and are usually stereo. All tracks used

in this paper were first pre-processed to mono.
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2) hand-crafted metrics based on detailed metadata created by music experts [2];

3) metrics based on features extracted from human transcribed scores [3], [4];

4) analysis of the audio content.

However, the first three approaches above suffer from some serious problems: collaborative filtering requires a

number of human listeners to have played or tagged a track before it can be recommended (the ‘cold start’ problem)

and no attempt is made to engage with the content of the track in the matching process; metadata techniques require

expensive human labour to create metadata for each track, which does not scale to large collections; techniques

based on a transcribed scores abstract timbral and performance information and require that a score be available

and appropriate to the music indexed.

The utility of music audio content-based metrics for estimating similarity between songs is well-known in the

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community [5]–[7] as they are automatic and do not require human editors, and

they allow users to access the ‘long tail’ [8] (music that might not have been reviewed or widely distributed, making

reviews, scores or usage data difficult to collect) by directly analysing the audio of any track they are presented

with. Their disadvantage is that they are computationally expensive and are notoriously hard to scale, problems that

are addressed in this paper.

Current systems for music similarity estimation from audio assume a correlation between some kind of distance

measure (such as the Euclidean distance or KL-Divergence) calculated over features computed from an audio track,

and the human perception of music similarity. However, music is a complex form of communication: when we

listen to music, we are perceiving patterns of audio that vary in time, but we are also aware of the relationship of

these patterns to other music, artists and cultures and of the associations and emotions evoked by the music. All

these factors are taken into account when we are asked to say how similar two tracks are to each other, and because

of this, it is unlikely that a low-level audio similarity metric would be suitable as a music similarity metric. This is

shown, for instance, in [5], in which the authors report that their system identifies surprising associations between

certain tracks, often from very different genres of music, an effect that they describe as the ‘Aha!’ factor. Clearly,

these associations are due to the timbral similarity between music from several different genres, such as a Folk, a

Rock and a World music track (described in [5]), which all contain acoustic guitar playing and a gentle male voice.

Such similarities, although interesting, are unlikely to be found convincing by users who are using a system

to find similar tracks or produce recommendations. If a large multi-genre database is searched, a proportion of

the recommendations produced by such a system would probably be judged to be inappropriate because of the

mis-match between genres. We contend that human perception of musical similarity is correlated with the division

of music into culturally defined categories, and such information needs to be included in any useful music similarity

estimation system. In fact, this assumed relationship is used to conduct automated pseudo-objective evaluations of

the performance of audio music similarity estimators [6], [9]–[11]. In this work, we utilise one of the strongest

cultural indicators of a track, its genre. Although musical genre is sometimes ambiguous, it has been shown that

humans consider tracks with the same genre labels to be highly similar [6], [9]. Genres, because they are as much

culturally and musically defined as acoustically defined, will often connect patterns that are dissimilar from an
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acoustic point of view (think, for instance, of the myriad of acoustical events that come under the label ‘classical

music’). This piecewise labelling of different areas of the feature-space does not occur in, say, speech processing,

where different realisations of the same phoneme are also acoustically similar, or in image processing, where

different views of an object are likely to be neighbours in a feature-space. We maintain that for good classification

and similarity estimation, a technique that can learn and use these groupings of musical events is essential, and this

is the motivation for our classifier-based approaches for deriving alternative representations of the feature space.

Another key consideration is computational efficiency. The challenge for music similarity estimation techniques

is the building of efficient scalable indexes, which would facilitate the indexing and search of ‘industrial sized’

collections (500 000 to 3 000 000 tracks) with content-based techniques within an acceptable space of time for a

query (less than a second). The systems described here represent tracks by very small quantities of data, a few

kilobytes, and can be extended, using techniques from Information Retrieval, to index very large collections.

The evaluation procedures described in this paper were developed and themselves evaluated as part of the Music

Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) [12] and therefore provide a suitable modus operandi for

other researchers wishing to explore the performance of their techniques.

A. Paper Overview

We begin with a review of existing work in audio music similarity estimation (section II-A) and of some of the

research issues associated with this technology (section II-B). Section III has a description of the front-end of our

system, which includes an account of a novel musical event-based feature extraction algorithm. In section IV, we

describe systems for modelling both conventional and event-based features of music, and these are evaluated for

genre classification performance in section V. Section VI introduces three techniques for using music classifiers to

derive alternative representations of the audio features for use in musical similarity estimation and gives the results

of tests conducted using both pseudo-objective and human evaluation measures. We conclude with a discussion in

section VII.

II. AUDIO MUSIC SEARCH

A. Review of existing work

A number of content-based methods of estimating the similarity of audio music recordings have been proposed.

Many of these techniques consider short-time spectral features, related to the timbre of the audio, and ignore most

of the pitch, loudness and timing information in the songs considered. We refer to such techniques as ‘timbral’

music similarity functions.

Much existing work in musical similarity estimation from audio is based on modelling feature vectors from

tracks with distributions and estimating the difference between their distributions [6], [10], [13], [14]. The natural

metric to use for such a measurement is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence. In [15], Mandel and Ellis propose a

system based on the comparison of simple Gaussian distributions with the KL-Divergence. However, if a mixture of
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Gaussians is used, there is no closed form of the KL-Divergence. Hence, two alternative approaches to comparison

have been proposed: Monte Carlo sampling [5], [16] and the Earth Mover’s Distance [6], [17].

The system presented by Logan and Saloman [6] estimates the timbral similarity of two pieces of music by

comparing a ‘signature’ for each track, composed of Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [18], with the

Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD). This approach was successfully applied to playlist generation, artist identification

and genre classification of music. A Monte Carlo sampling-based method of similarity estimation is presented by

Aucouturier and Patchet [5], where a mixture of Gaussian distributions is trained on the MFCC vectors from each

track, and tracks are compared by sampling the distributions using the Monte Carlo method.

Both the EMD and Monte Carlo sampling-based approaches allow the comparison of mixture models with an

arbitrary number of components, but both are highly computationally intensive. Further, [13] and [10] provide

experimental evidence that the performance of techniques based on mixtures of Gaussian distributions are at best

equal to that of single Gaussian based approaches, making their extreme additional computational cost impossible

to justify. This lack of additional discriminative power for the use of mixture distributions is at odds with research

in many other audio indexing problems [13].

B. Challenges in music similarity estimation

In this section some of the major research and experimental challenges for MIR research are examined.

1) Avoiding over-fitting: Pampalk [10] identifies the potential for the over-fitting of the characteristics of a

particular artist to inflate accuracy scores in the evaluation of audio content-based genre classification systems,

particularly when evaluating on small collections. If a system is queried with a track from an artist who also

appears in other tracks with known genres, classification may be more accurate than for tracks from artists that

don’t appear in the training set because it may match the artist’s other tracks on artefacts such as the lead singer’s

voice or production characteristics rather than music characteristics. Pampalk reports experimental results with an

audio content-based similarity estimator and a k-Nearest Neighbour classifier that show upto a 48 % point drop

(from 76% - 28%) in the accuracy score on a 22-class genre classification problem.

Hence, when separating data into training and test sets, the data should be “artist-filtered”, ensuring that no artist

in the training set of a classification experiment also appears in the test set. Artist-filtering should also be applied to

search results from music similarity systems (i.e. results from the same artist as the query are ignored) to prevent

inflated estimates of performance in both human and statistical evaluations.

2) Human evaluation of music similarity estimation: The difficulty of evaluating music similarity measures is

well-known in the Music Information Retrieval community [7] as no database of direct human applied similarity

scores between pairs of tracks exists: such measurements would be prohibitively expensive to collect for even

moderate size databases. Further, it is dangerous to compare performance to similarity estimates produced by

other types of similarity estimator (such as a collaborative filtering system) as these systems only ‘predict’ human

similarity estimates and are prone to their own idiosyncratic errors.
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However, comparative, post-hoc evaluations may be performed by measuring the similarities between the retrieved

set for each query rather than the entire dataset. The IMIRSEL lab at the University of Illinois conducts annual

evaluations of many Music Information Retrieval (MIR) algorithms, known as the Music Information Retrieval

Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) [19], including comparative evaluation of audio music similarity estimation systems.

3) Pseudo-objective evaluation of music similarity measures: Given the high cost and relatively low coverage

that can be achieved using human evaluations, several authors have presented evaluations of their audio search

systems based on statistics of the number of examples bearing the same label (genre, artist or album) amongst

the N most similar examples to each song (neighbourhood clustering [6]). These automated statistical evaluations

are sometimes referred to as pseudo-objective statistics. The term pseudo-objective is used as the statistic most

appropriate to the evaluation of music recommendation performance, genre neighbourhood clustering, is based on

objective measurements of the agreement between the tracks retrieved by a system and a set of subjectively applied

genre labellings. Genre neighbourhood clustering is considered to be a stronger metric than either artist or album

neighbourhood clustering because of the potential for the overfitting of production characteristics, rather than the

desired musical characteristics, when performing either artist or album clustering.

The results from MIREX 2006 indicated that the Neighbourhood clustering metrics were correlated with the

large-scale subjective human evaluation, producing the same ranking of five similarity estimation techniques from

different sources [9] at 5, 10, 20 and 50 results. Hence, we report the genre, artist and album clustering at 20 results.

III. PRE-PROCESSING AUDIO MUSIC DATA

We begin the description of our system with a discussion of the pre-processing required to transform the audio

data into a format suitable for similarity estimation.

In this work, we use features describing the spectral envelope, primarily related to the timbre of the audio, which

can be used to define a ‘timbral’ similarity or classification function. However, the classification and indexing

techniques introduced in later sections could be extended to form other types of similarity function, such as melody

or harmony, by simply replacing these features with other appropriate features. For example features related to the

rhythmic content of the signal, Rhythm Cepstral Coefficients (RCCs) were used for classification and search in

[20].

A. Audio pre-processing

We report experiments with two sets of feature vectors:

1) Feature vectors composed of summary feature computed from the set of feature frames (23ms at 50% overlap)

corresponding to the entire signal and producing a single vector per track.

2) Feature vectors computed using an ‘event-level segmentation’ (see section III-B2)

The fixed length features vectors are composed of the first 15 MFCCs, ignoring the zero-th (energy) coefficient, and

not including delta and acceleration coefficients. The MFCC vectors are augmented with the following coefficients,

which give different descriptions of the distribution of the magnitude spectrum of the audio:
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• Flux: the difference between consecutive spectra.

• Centroid: the centre of gravity of the spectrum.

• RMS: the Euclidean norm of the spectrum.

• Entropy: the entropy of the spectrum.

• Variance: the estimated sample variance of the spectrum.

• Skew: the estimated sample skew of the spectrum.

• Kurtosis: the estimated sample kurtosis of the spectrum.

• Roll-off: the point on the frequency scale below which 85% of the total amplitude lies.

B. Segmentation of feature streams

1) Current approaches to segmentation: Using 23 ms segments with 50% overlap yields a very large number

of feature vectors for each track, and in order to effectively and efficiently compare tracks, the features must be

summarised to produce a smaller number of more informative vectors.

One approach that has been effectively used by many authors [6], [7], [21]–[25] is to summarise the distribution

of feature frames over the whole track. This may be performed by, for example, estimating the parameters of a

single Gaussian distribution or a mixture of Gaussians that models their values over the track [10], [13].

Alternatively, feature frames may be processed individually and a method of integrating the results into a single

classification or similarity estimate used. Several authors have used segmentations of the audio feature stream over

different periods: short segments (typically 200–500ms) in [21], longer segments (30 seconds) in [26], and a sliding

‘harmonic modelling’ window which returns a one second window of the features around the current frame in [24].

Each of these segmentations requires that individual feature vectors corresponding to that segment be summarised

either as the mean of the vectors or using a single probability distribution. This ignores the fact that the timbre

within these segments may change markedly as different combinations of instruments or voices play, or as the mood

and texture of the music changes. Compressing a stream of features that models these different sounds into a single

distribution over the whole file represents a drastic smoothing of the information. Further, the use of distributions

over a whole file may preclude the use of the features in any real-time application, and may be sub-optimal for the

classification and comparison of arbitrary length segments of tracks.

2) Event-level feature processing: Event-level feature processing, first introduced in [27], attempts to provide

a stream of features that summarises the music between two consecutive ‘events’ in the audio signal instead of

over arbitrarily defined windows. An event is defined as any sound or concurrently occurring set of sounds in the

audio stream that can be perceived by a human and localised in time. Human beings have developed music notation

systems (such as Common Music Notation (CMN) or guitar tab) based on this segmentation, where each sound is

encoded as note or chord. It is likely that a segment of the music between two consecutive events is more stationary

than segments defined over arbitrary windows that may contain several events or fractions of an event.

The event-level feature vectors may then be summarised over a track or processed individually to retain much

greater resolution than a track summary. In contrast to beat synchronous segmentation [28], event-level segmentation
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does not require the tactus to be estimated or tracked, which often requires two passes over the audio and is both

costly to compute and vulnerable to errors in the selection of the correct metrical level and tracking of the beat

(particularly in the presence of expressive tempo). Typically, event duration ranges from 1̃00 ms to 1̃ second,

representing a 10 to 90 fold reduction in the number of feature vectors retained compared to a 23 ms window

feature vector sequence. This reduced number of feature vectors can significantly reduce the cost of much of

the later processing, offsetting the additional computational cost of computing the onset detection function. By

appending the segment length to the resulting feature vector, the durations of events are also encoded.

In order to segment the audio stream into events we must first estimate the boundaries of each event. We use

a spectral-flux based onset detection function similar to that used in [29], except that it is based on the half-wave

rectified differences of concurrent frames of the outputs of the Mel-frequency filters (also used in the formation of

MFCCs), ~m(i) = {m(i)1,m(i)2, . . .m(i)40} rather than on the magnitude FFT. It is described by equation 1.

MSF (i) =
40∑

k=1

(m(i)k −m(i)k−1) + |m(i)k −m(i)k−1|
2

(1)

This function is then low-pass filtered and a dynamic mean threshold is used to identify peaks that may correspond

to event onsets. For a peak in the function to be identified as on onset, it must be the largest peak within 60 ms

either side of the current frame and must have a value greater than the mean of the last 120 ms of the function

plus a small constant α, determined experimentally, and must therefore satisfy:

MSF (i) >

∑1
j=i−w MSF (j)

w
+ α (2)

and

MSF (i) > MSF (j) (3)

for all j such that i− p ≥ j < i+ p and where w = 0.12fs
0.5N (yielding a 120 ms window), p = 0.6fs

0.5N (yielding a 60

ms window), fs represents the sample rate and N is the frame size.

As the feature vectors for event-level segments tend to be far more homegeneous than over a whole track or

fixed size segments of a track the variance is often very low. Hence, the feature frames corresponding to each event

segment are represented by their mean values.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF MUSIC AUDIO: THE MVCART MODEL

A number of authors have applied different classification algorithms to low-level features calculated from music,

including techniques such as: Single Gaussian (GS) classifiers [30], Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [30] [5],

[31], Nearest Neighbour (NN) algorithms [7], Earth Mover’s distance measurements [7] and KL-Divergence based

distance measurements [10]), Fishers Criterion Linear Discriminant analysis (LDA) [32], Neural Networks (NNet)

[33], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [34], [35], Decision Tree (DT) algorithms [32], classifier ensembles (such

as AdaBoost) [36] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers [22], [23], [25].
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In this work, we compare performance from some of these classifiers and add K-Nearest Neighbour [37],

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [38] and our own extension of these for this task which we term

Multi-Variate CART (MVCART) [20].

A. MVCART: A Technique for Efficiently Representing Musical Events in a Computational Framework

The classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm [38] is a discriminative classification technique that has

several advantages in the applications investigated here: it is easy to train, fast in recognition and robust. In this

section, we describe the modified CART algorithm (MVCART) that we have used for both genre classification and

to build our musical similarity estimation (MSE) system.

For many classification problems, CART algorithms that grow nodes according to the value of a single variable

of a feature vector are appropriate and give good performance. However, our feature set contains a large number

of complex patterns expressed in a high number of correlated dimensions, and so this simple approach is unlikely

to be successful. We have therefore developed a heavily modified version of the CART algorithm, detailed in [11],

[20], [27] that we term Multivariate CART (MVCART), which is intended to address this problem by implementing

multi- rather than uni-variate splits of the data at each node.

An MVCART is grown by forming a root node containing the entire training dataset, and recursively splitting

nodes according to the normal CART training procedure. This procedure attempts to maximise the ‘purity’ of the

nodes produced by the split, where purity refers to how homogeneous the nodes are in their distribution of classes.

In our case, the splitting of data at a node is done using multi-class linear discriminant analysis (LDA), which

produces a linear transformation of the data into a space that gives maximal linear separation between the two

resulting collections of vectors. This projects the data into a new V ′ − 1 dimensional space, where V ′ represents

the number of classes that had examples at this node.

In order to implement a binary split of the vectors at a node, all the combinations into two groups of the classes

of data represented at the node are evaluated for purity, without permitting repetition, permutation or reflection of

classes. For example, if a node has examples of vectors from three classes {A,B,C}, the splits A|BC, AB|C

and AC|B are all examined. A Gaussian distribution is estimated for each of the two resulting groups of data and

the data at the node is then classified into one of the two potential child nodes. The split yielding the maximum

reduction in the entropy of the classes of data at the node (i.e. the split that produces the most ‘pure’ pair of leaf

nodes) is selected by retaining, for this node, the parameters of the LDA transform associated with this split. In

pseudo-code:

Apply LDA to project the data into a sub-space where it is well-separated

for Each possible binary split of the V ′-class data at the node do

Estimate the parameters of a Gaussian distribution to represent the data at the new nodes

Use these distributions to classify the data at the node

Record the ‘purity’ of the split by noting the resulting distribution of classes

end for
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Retain the LDA transform and Gaussian distribution parameters corresponding to the purest split.

A diagrammatic overview of a simple three class MVCART tree is given in figure 1, demonstrating how the

classification is refined by each partitioning of the dataset. In figure 1, the root node is shown with equal numbers

of example vectors from each class and hence the same classification likelihood (0.33) for each class, The two

ellipses, represent the two Gaussian distributions trained in LDA transform feature space. The node has then been

split using the process described above, and this splitting process is repeated recursively. In this example, the left

child node could not be split effectively, whereas the right child node has been split, yielding a further pair of child

nodes. Terminal (leaf) nodes have not or could not be split and, in the boxes representing these nodes have been

left blank.

A maximal tree is trained by recursively splitting until a node is too small to be split or is pure i.e. contains

vectors of a single class. In most experiments, the tree produced by the MVCART algorithm does not benefit

from pruning, as this operation often cuts the tree immediately back to the root. The number of split operations

required to construct an MVCART is not related to the number of feature dimensions and vectors as it is in the

conventional CART algorithm. It is instead controlled by the number of classes in the dataset. Given that repetition,

permutations and reflections of the grouping of the classes into a pair of meta-classes is not allowed, the number

of splits that must be evaluated at each node is 2V−1 − 1 where V is the number of classes. For large V , this can

be an unmanageable number of Gaussian distributions to compute. To reduce this complexity, a hierarchical genre

taxonomy may be used to ‘back-off’ to a smaller number of meta-classes for the initial m splits. Given m rounds

of significantly reduced split evaluation complexity, one or more classes may be rapidly eliminated entirely from

a particular branch of the tree or reduced to a negligible proportion of the population that may be ignored when

enumerating the possible splits. Further, the significantly reduced node population will ensure that splits maybe

much more rapidly evaluated.

After training, the proportion of examples of class ci at a given leaf node Lj is taken as an estimate of the

probability that if a feature-vector which has been propagated down the tree terminates at node lj , it is of class ci.

Specifically

Pr(ci|Lj) =
C(i)∑V

k=1 C(k)
(4)

where V is the number of classes and C(k) is the count of the number of examples in class ck at leaf node Lj .

For classification, given a set of N feature vectors f1,f2, . . . ,fN from a track that we wish to classify, we assume

that the probabilities of leaf node-occupancy for the vectors are independent, and compute

Pr(ci|f1,f2, . . . ,fN ) = ΠN
k=1 Pr(ci|Lf(k)), (5)

where f(k) gives the index of the leaf-node at which vector fk ends its journey down the CART. In some cases,

Pr(ci|Lj) = 0 because there are no examples of class ci at a leaf node, and so Pr(ci|f1,f2, . . . ,fN ) = 0. To

deal with this problem, we smooth the counts at the leaf nodes using Lidstone’s Law [39]. We refer to the set of

estimated posterior classification probabilities {Pr(c1),Pr(c2), . . .Pr(cV ) for a track as its likelihood profile.
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MVCART2Split.png

Fig. 1. An overview of a 3-class MVCART tree after the first two splits have been selected, demonstrating the refinement of the posterior

probabilities of each class as the tree is grown. Note that nodes which have been split (non-leaf nodes) are shown with ellipses representing the

Gaussian distributions trained in the LDA-projected feature space. Leaf nodes have not been split and are blank.
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1) Incorporating Techniques from Information Retrieval: The independence assumption required for combining

the classification likelihoods of individual vectors to generate a likelihood profile for the whole track is a poor one

for music. Vectors derived from similar sounding segments of a track are likely to be highly correlated and this

leads to the formation of nodes whose posterior classification probabilities are also likely to be correlated. This

problem can be alleviated by the use of Information Retrieval (IR) processing techniques.

The decision tree may be viewed as a hierachical taxonomy of the event-level audio segments in the training

database, where each taxon is defined by its explicit differences and implicit similarities to its parent and sibling

taxons. The leaf nodes of this taxonomy can thus be used to label a sequence of input vectors and thus provide a

‘text-like’ transcription of the music. An example of this process is shown in figure 2, which depicts a sequence

of six input vectors that have arrived at nodes A, B, A, B, C and C and can thus be represented by the sequence

ABABCC. This transcription can be used to index, classify and search music using standard IR techniques.

To explore the utility of such transcriptions, we have implemented a vector-space model, where the transcription

is mapped into a fixed size set of term weights using Term Frequency (TF) or Term Frequency Inverse Document

Frequency (TF/IDF) weights. These weights can then be used for either classification or similarity estimation. In a

conventional text-based information retrieval system, the terms consist of the vocabulary of T words that is found

in a collection of D documents, and a T ×D matrix of counts is constructed from the training-data. In our system,

the ‘documents’ are the audio tracks, and the label associated with a leaf node in the MVCART is a ‘term’. The

weight for each term ti can be produced by simple TF [40], as given by:

ti = tfi =
ni∑
k nk

(6)

where ni is the number of occurences of term i. Alternatively, TF/IDF [40] can be used:

idf = log
| D |

| (di ⊃ ti) |
(7)

ti = tfidfi = tfi · idf (8)

where | D | is the number of documents in the collection and | (di ⊃ ti) | is the number of documents in the database

containing term ti. For classification, support vector machine (SVM) classifiers are trained on these feature vectors

of weights and used to classify the tracks.

V. CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION

Our focus in this paper is on musical similarity estimation. However, the similarity estimation systems proposed

are based on classifiers, and we present here the main findings from our experiments using different front-ends and

classifiers, as these were influential in the design of our similarity system.

Each system evaluated here was developed on the Magnatune collection of Creative Commons music [41].

However, as the algorithms were developed and tuned on this dataset, subsequent evaluation might over-estimate

the performance of the techniques on other collections. Hence, an independent dataset of western pop music genres,

supplied by the IMIRSEL lab at the University of Illinois, was used to ensure that all performance estimates are
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MVCART_Transcribe.png

Fig. 2. Producing a ‘text-like’ transcription of a track using the MVCART model.
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unbiased. This test collection is composed of 8219 tracks divided into 11 genres. The exact composition of the

dataset is given in table I.

TABLE I

DATASET COMPOSITION

Genre Number of tracks

Baroque classical 750 tracks

Blues 750 tracks

Classical classical 750 tracks

Country 750 tracks

Electronica & Dance 720 tracks

Hard Rock & Metal 750 tracks

Jazz 750 tracks

Rap & Hip-Hop 749 tracks

Rock 750 tracks

Rock & Roll 750 tracks

Romantic classical 750 tracks

Total 8219 tracks

Each track was represented by a 30 second audio clip sampled from the centre of each audio file. Results were

tested for statistical significance using Friedman’s ANOVA test [42].

A number of classifiers were tested, including Gaussian classifiers, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with

different kernels, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifiers, k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifiers, a standard

CART classifier as well as MVCART: for a full discussion of the results, see [20]. It was found that best

performing models for classification were 1st-order linear SVMs trained on the mean and covariance summaries

of conventional or event-level feature streams (best performance: 63.5%). However, the decision tree classifiers

performed significantly better than these classifiers on short (event-based) segments of tracks (best performance:

59.3%), and in fact, were improved by any segmentation of the track into shorter units (results were improved by

using 10 second segments of tracks). This is probably because as the segment length is shortened, the distribution

of the vectors in the feature space becomes more complex. We would expect event-level segments to capture e.g.

a single instrument note or a chord, a drum hit etc. as different events that will map to very different parts of

the feature space. Vectors from these events are likely to be clustered with vectors from other music displaying

similar events rather than occupying contiguous regions in the space. Features distributed in this way are handled

well by a decision tree algorithm. By contrast, if we use information over a period of seconds, we model the mean

timbre, and features derived from this segmentation will populate the feature space in a simpler way, with clusters

of particular music types existing in contiguous regions of the space. Such features are better handled by parametric

classifiers.
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VI. AUDIO MUSIC SIMILARITY ESTIMATION

A. Using genre classifiers to enhance content-based music search

In section I, we stated that a musical similarity estimation system needs to use some form of cultural reference

to be effective. In this section, we explain how the genre classifiers described in the previous section are utilised

by our systems. Specifically, we introduce three new systems for music similarity estimation:

1) Culturally informed projections, which use an LDA transformation to project the features into a space that

maximal separates profiles corresponding to different genre classes;

2) A classification likelihoods-based system, which replaces the features with the posterior probabilities of

classification into different genres of music;

3) A system that uses clustering patterns learnt by an MVCART model to produce a ‘text-like’ transcription of

the music that can be indexed using standard IR techniques.

Several of the techniques described in the following sections were first introduced in [43] and are detailed in [20].

1) Culturally informed projections: The results of the classification experiments [20] show that the best per-

forming genre classifiers compare features in a smooth subspace (i.e. the first order polynomial SVM and linear

discriminant analysis (LDA)). Hence, we can define a simple system that filters the audio features through complex

culturally defined patterns optimised to separate them according to genre. The resulting feature space should

represent both an abstracted representation of the audio content and a strong indication of the cultural (genre)

profile of a track. A simple example of such a system might be the linear projection of a single vector of Y features

( ~f(x) = {f1(x),f2(x), . . .fY (x)}) for a track x, using an LDA transform, into a space ( ~f ′(x) = {f ′1(x), . . .f ′V−1(x)})

that provides the maximal separation between genre classes in the audio. These transformed features may then be

compared with a distance measure to estimate the similarity between tracks. The dimensionality of the feature space

will be reduced to V − 1, where V is the number of classes that the LDA transform was trained to separate.

2) Classification likelihoods based similarity estimation: If we were to compare textual descriptions of two

tracks and find positive references to the same genres of music, we would reasonably expect those tracks to be

more similar to each other than tracks chosen at random. We speculate that the same comparison can be made

between two tracks likelihood profiles from a genre classifier to estimate their broad musical similarity.

For simplicity, we describe a system based on a single classifier; however, it is easy to extend this technique to

multiple classifiers, multiple label sets (e.g. genre, artist, mood etc.) and feature sets/dimensions of similarity by

concatenation of the likelihood matrices, or by early integration of the likelihoods as part of a classifier ensemble

system.

Let P(x|c) = P1(x|c), P2(x|c), . . . , PV (x|c)} be the profile for track x, where Pi(x|c) is the posterior probability,

given classifier c, that example x belongs to class i, and
∑V

i=1 Pi(x|c) = 1, which ensures that likelihoods returned

are in the range [0:1]. The distance, DistA,B , between two examples, A and B can be estimated using the Euclidean
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distance:

Disteuc(A,B) =

√√√√ V∑
i=1

(Pi(A|c)− Pi(B|c))2 (9)

between their profiles, P (A|c) and P (B|c). In [20] the Cosine distance was also used to compare likelihood profiles.

However, the Euclidean distance produces a very similar level of performance and is therefore preferred.

The use of the likelihoods profile for comparison is likely to be superior to using a single genre classification as

this forces all tracks having the same genre to be maximally similar to each other and gives no weight to tracks

with similar likelihood profiles but different classifications. We can also expect classification algorithms that return

very poorly distributed likelihood profiles to yield coarse or poor similarity estimates.

In [11] we introduced a system based on this technique, using 10 class genre classification likelihood profiles.

It is proposed, in [11], that in order to implement an industrial scale music search engine, the indexing techniques

used must be able to return results on collections of around 2 000 000 tracks in under a second. The search

runtimes for this system are known to scale linearly. Hence, they were measured on the test collection and used

to predict single threaded search runtimes of approximately 410 ms on a collection size of 2 million tracks. These

search times compare very favourably with distribution-based distance metrics such as the Monte Carlo sampling

approximation used to compare Gaussian Mixture Models of features, described in [7]. The CPU performance

optimised Monte Carlo system used in [7] calculates 15,554 distances in 20.98 seconds. This can be extrapolated to

two million distance calculations, yielding a runtime of 2697.61 seconds or 6580 times slower than the classification

likelihoods-based model.

3) ‘Text-like’ transcriptions (MVCART): In section IV-A1, we described how the MVCART classification model

could be improved by converting the sequence of leaf node identifiers returned for event-level feature vectors

into Term Frequency (TF) or Term Frequency Inverse/Document Frequency (TF/IDF) profiles and training another

classifier on these features. The decomposition of the event-level vectors for genre classification divides the vectors

into groups (leaf nodes) whose characteristics help to identify a single genre or small group of genres. The nature

of the MVCART model ensures that these groups contain vectors with similar audio characteristics. However, they

also retain a much finer granularity of audio representation than the likelihood profiles (they typically have up to

10 000 dimensions, whereas the likelihood profiles have typically 10). Hence, they should able to provide music

similarity searches with both a reasonable degree of audio similarity and higher-level cultural (genre) similarity.

An exhaustive comparison of all term weight profiles to a query profile using the cosine distance may be performed

relatively quickly using sparse vector techniques. However, significantly faster comparisons may be performed by

more intelligent indexing of the term weight profiles. The techniques we have investigated include:

1) Conducting a first pass search in order to identify a subset of the collection on which to perform the full

cosine distance comparison.

2) Setting a threshold (α) of the term weight below which a track is not included in a leaf node’s membership

list, or the leaf node included in the track’s term list, and a threshold of the β tracks with the highest counts

returned for full comparison.
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TABLE II

PERCENTAGE OF IDENTICAL RESULT LISTS (AVERAGE OVER 2,500 QUERIES)

Search depth % result lists identical to full search

1 result: 100.0%

3 results: 99.6%

5 results: 99.2%

10 results: 98.9%

20 results: 98.4%

TABLE III

PERCENTAGE OVERLAP BETWEEN RESULT LISTS (AVERAGE OVER 2,500 QUERIES)

Search depth % overlap between optimised and full result lists

1 result: 100.0%

3 results: 99.8%

5 results: 99.9%

10 results: 99.7%

20 results: 99.7%

The results obtained by the optimised index search described above have been compared to the full cosine search

on a collection of 25 084 tracks, using 2 500 randomly chosen queries. The results of this comparison are given in

Tables II and III. As Tables II and III demonstrate, the results from the optimised search deviate very little from

the full search results.

Figure 3 plots the average search time (in milliseconds) against index size (number of tracks) for the standard

cosine search over TF/IDF weightings, the optimised cosine search over TF/IDF weightings and a KL-Divergence

based search. The times reported were averaged over 1000 random queries selected from the index. The KL

Divergence-based search was optimised by pre-computing a number of terms in the KL-Divergence equation for

each track. However, both the standard cosine search and optimised cosine search return results in much lower

runtimes. For example, the KL-Divergence requires 2040 ms to satisfy a search over 20 000 tracks, while the

standard cosine search takes 179 ms and the optimised cosine search requires just 39.7 ms.

B. Evaluation

1) Automated statistical evaluation: Because of the considerable expense and complexity of large-scale human

evaluations, several authors have presented evaluations of their audio search systems based on statistics of the

number of examples bearing the same label (genre, artist or album) amongst the N most similar examples to each

song (neighbourhood clustering [6]), or based on the distance between examples bearing the same labels, normalised
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runtimes.png

Fig. 3. Comparison of average search times vs. index size for KL-Divergence and cosine searches over TF/IDF weightings

by the distance between all examples (label distances [11]). In this paper, neighbourhood clustering statistics are

reported, as these will provide the strongest indications of the performance of each system at recommendation, based

on the assumption that results from the same album, artist or genre and likely to be relevant recommendations.

Label distances require all examples of a particular class to be tightly clustered in order to yield good results:

within varied genres of music, this may not be as appropriate a statistic as neighbourhood clustering for estimating

recommendation performance.

These automated statistical evaluations are sometimes referred to as pseudo-objective statistics. The term pseudo-

objective is used because the statistic most appropriate to the evaluation of music recommendation performance,

genre neighbourhood clustering, is based on objective measurements of the agreement between the tracks retrieved

by a system and a set of subjectively applied genre labellings.

The results from MIREX 2006 indicated that the neighbourhood clustering metrics were correlated with the

large-scale subjective human evaluation, producing the same ranking of five similarity estimation techniques from

different sources [9] when 5, 10, 20 and 50 results were used. For brevity, we report the genre, artist and album

clustering for 20 results.

The similarity estimation may also be objectively evaluated on how often the triangular inequality is satisfied

(indicating that it is either ametric or non-metric space). In a metric space S, with distance measure dist, the
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triangular inequality is defined as:

dist(x, z) ≤ dist(x, y) + dist(y, z) for all x, y, z in M (10)

i.e. the distance between any two examples (x and z) must be less than or equal to the sum of the distances between

each example and a third point(y). In the experiments reported here, 100 000 randomly chosen ‘triangles’ are tested

using the same set for each distance matrix. It is important to determine whether a particular similarity estimator

produces a metric search space as metric spaces may be indexed using a number of different procedures, such as

VP-Trees or M-Trees [44], which allow search times to scale sub-linearly with database size.

Finally, the degree to which the system is affected by ‘hubs’ (tracks that are similar to many other tracks) and

‘orphans’ (tracks that are never similar to other tracks) [10] is measured. The presence of hubs in the search space

can lead to an extremely poor user experience within a music recommendation system, as the same, potentially

irrelevant track may be returned as a recommendation for a great many tracks [13]. On the other hand, orphaned

tracks are essentially ‘lost’ in the recommendation system and will never be recommended for any query. In order

to highlight the effect of hubs on a distance space produced by one of our search systems, we report the size of the

worst hub in the distance matrix (the track appearing in the results for the most other tracks at a particular search

depth).

2) Experimental set-up: The dataset described in section V is re-used for the search experiments. As several of

our approaches are based on a trained classifier, this dataset is split 50:50 into training and test sets. Hence, the

genre model is trained on a different subset of the database and will not gain advantage by being exposed to the

genre metadata for any track it is evaluated on. To avoid the biases described in section II-B1, the training and test

sets were artist-filtered.

3) Automated statistical evaluation results: KL-Divergence based similarity was used as baseline against which

to measure the performance of the other systems. Systems based on the KL-Divergence have been amongst the best

performing systems at both MIREX 2006 [45] and 2007. A baseline based on random selection is also shown.

As shown in table IV, the KL divergence based index is better at finding tracks from the same artist, album or

genre than the Euclidean distance, achieving scores 11.7% better for artist matching, 7.6% better for artist-filtered

genre matching, and 4.2% better for matches from the same album. However, the KL-Divergence based retriever

does produce a much larger hub and a greater number of orphans. In fact 4.3% of all tracks are never in the top 20

results of any other track (rising to 16% of tracks for the top 5 results). The Euclidean distance is slightly better

than this with 2.3% never similar at 20 results. Finally, the Euclidean distance space is metric (as expected) whereas

the KL-Divergence based space is not (the triangular inequality only holds for about 40% of triangles).

Table IV also shows that the use of a Linear Discriminant Transform (LDA), to project the mean and covariance

features into a subspace with better separation between tracks from different genres, appears to have a positive

effect on the performance of the Euclidean distance based search.

The LDA projection and Euclidean distance based search strategy produces a lower number of hubs (82) than

either the standard Euclidean distance (93) or the KL Divergence (152) and a lower proportion of orphans (1.1%
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TABLE IV

STATISTICS (AT 20 RESULTS) OF TIMBRAL FRAME AND projection BASED SEARCH INDICES

Feature set Retrieval system Eval metric Result

Random Random album match 0.15%
baseline baseline artist match 7.74%

genre match 9.07%
Triangular ineq -

Timbre KL divergence album match 7.22%
frames artist match 32.92%

artist-filt genre 29.33%
Worst ’hub’ 152
% orphans 4.28%
Triangular ineq 40.0%

Timbre Euclidean dist album match 3.00%
frames artist match 21.16%
mean & artist-filt genre 21.90%
covar Worst ’hub’ 93

% orphans 2.29%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre LDA projection album match 3.65% -
frames Euclidean dist artist match 28.81%
mean & artist-filt genre 33.83%
covar Worst ’hub’ 82

% orphans 1.06%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

compared to 2.3% and 4.3%). If, as Aucouturier [13] and Pampalk [10] suggest, the presence of such search space

anomalies are significantly detrimental to the perceived performance of the system, then this approach may have

significant advantages over the KL-Divergence. Further, the transformation reduced the 299-dimensional feature

space to just 10 dimensions (the LDA produces V − 1 dimensions where V is the number of classes it is trained

to separate), yielding a huge saving in memory footprint and search time. Finally, as the search space is metric, it

can be indexed with standard techniques for metric spaces to scale to even larger databases.

The classification likelihoods based search systems results shown in table V demonstrate surprisingly good results

given the high level of abstraction from the raw timbral feature vectors that the posterior classification probability

vectors (likelihood vectors) represent. For example, the SVM and MVCART likelihoods provide 26.7% & 29.7%

artist filtered genre match rates and 26.9% & 29.5% artist match rates respectively. These results are an improvement

over the simple Euclidean distance based search and reach the level of the KL-Divergence based search (which

achieves 29.3% at genre matching and 32.9% at artist matching).

The relatively high artist match rates may be caused by the low number of artists in the test collection, a trend

exacerbated by the artist-filtered split of the dataset. It is with the classification likelihoods based systems that we

would expect to see the highest decline in artist match rates as the number of artists is increased.

The performance of the LDA likelihoods based system is poor, achieving 25.2% genre matches and 4.8% artist
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TABLE V

STATISTICS (AT 20 RESULTS) OF TIMBRAL FRAME AND EVENT BASED SEARCH INDEXES - classification likelihoods BASED SYSTEMS

Feature set Retrieval system Eval metric Result

Timbre SVM album match 2.06%
frames likelihood-profile artist match 26.90%
mean & Euclidean-distance artist-filt genre 26.70%
covar Worst ’hub’ 93

% orphans 2.51%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre LDA album match 0.76%
frames likelihood-profile artist match 4.83%
mean & Euclidean-distance artist-filt genre 25.22%
covar Worst ’hub’ 506

% orphans 94.31%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre MVCART album match 3.86%
events likelihood-profile artist match 29.50%

Euclidean-distance artist-filt genre 29.73%
Worst ’hub’ 49
% orphans 0.34%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

matches. Further, the results show at least one very large hub (similar to 506 other tracks at all search depths).

Hence, hubs might compose the majority of results lists and be contributing to the very high number of orphans,

which comprise the majority of the collection (94.3%). This behaviour is likely caused by poorly distributed LDA

classification likelihood estimates: examination of these likelihood vectors shows that they exhibit a very narrow

range.

It is interesting to note that the performance of the MVCART based model exceeds that of the SVM with a

first-order polynomial kernel. The experiments with these classification systems, described in [20], show that the

performance of the SVM exceeds that of the MVCART model at classification. Hence, we infer that although the

SVM might be a more accurate classifier, the MVCART algorithm provides posterior probability profiles that are

better suited for similarity purposes.

The results for MVCART transcription based systems are given in table VI. These show good performance

for the transcription search indexes on both the artist and artist-filtered genre matching metrics, achieving similar

performance to the likelihoods-based indexes based on an MVCART model and the KL-Divergence. The artist

matching scores exceed those of the likelihoods-based systems, and approach the performance of the KL-Divergence.

The numbers of hubs and orphans produced by the MVCART transcription-based systems are lower than those

produced by the KL Divergence and similar to the numbers produced by the other search techniques introduced.

Further, The distance space produced appears to be metric.

The size of the MVCART model (number of leaves) used does not seem to have a marked effect on the
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TABLE VI

STATISTICS (AT 20 RESULTS) OF TIMBRAL FRAME BASED SEARCH INDEXES - MVCART transcription BASED SYSTEMS

Feature set Retrieval system Eval metric Result

Timbre MVCART album match 5.83%
events 738 terms artist match 30.82%

TF/IDF artist-filt genre 29.40%
Worst ’hub’ 73
% orphans 0.42%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre MVCART album match 6.23%
events 2048 terms artist match 31.40%

TF/IDF artist-filt genre 29.36%
Worst ’hub’ 89
% orphans 0.34%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre MVCART album match 6.04%
events 4091 terms artist match 31.12%

TF/IDF artist-filt genre 29.21%
Worst ’hub’ 85
% orphans 0.22%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

Timbre MVCART album match 6.15%
events 6210 terms artist match 31.20%

TF/IDF artist-filt genre 29.56%
Worst ’hub’ 119
% orphans 0.37%
Triangular ineq 100.0%

performance of the search index although 768 leaf model does seem to perform worse than those based on 2048,

4091 and 6210 leaf models. It is likely that the model size will have more of an effect as the collection size is

increased, by providing slightly more detailed descriptions of the track’s content. Larger models may also lead to

more sparse indexes (as tracks are less likely to contain the same subsets of leaf nodes in their event transcription).

Hence, when optimising search index performance this parameter should be examined.

The choice of TF or TF/IDF weighting also appeared to have little effect on the performance of the search index.

Hence, the TF/IDF results have been reported here, as if attempting to make the index more sparse (as we do in

the optimised version of the index search by manipulating the α parameter), the TF/IDF weighting may be able

to eliminate tracks from the first pass search index which overlap with the query only on the most widely visited

leaf nodes. Hence, the choice of term weighting should also be considered when scaling an index to a much larger

dataset.

4) Human evaluation: Owing to the fact that music similarity estimators are attempting to mimic human

perception of music similarity, evaluations of performance must be based on the measurement of similarity estimates

by humans. Human testing of music similarity searches has been conducted individually by a number of authors.

The collection of direct similarity ratings by human beings of pairs of tracks is too expensive to provide a useful
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evaluation procedure. For example, to produce the full distance matrix for our 8219 track collection would require us

to collect over 33 million pair-wise track comparisons. Further, humans may not naturally estimate a uni-dimensional

similarity of two tracks on a known and consistent scale, making such judgements hard to normalise. Hence, post-

hoc, comparative evaluations of systems are conducted instead, which produce a ranking of the compared systems

and may be used to identify statistically significant differences in performance between those systems.

The Evalutron 6000 system [12] produced by the IMIRSEL group at the University of Illinois was used to

conduct the human evaluation of the search systems. A total of 60 queries were evaluated by 15 human ‘graders’.

In order to ensure that each genre of music was fairly represented in the evaluation, queries were chosen in a

stratified random fashion. Each query was evaluated by a different grader. The top 5 results from each system for

each query were pooled to produce a ’retrieved set’ for each query. The queries were distributed equally amongst

the human graders and all candidates for a particular query were presented to the user that the query was assigned

to. Each query and candidate result was represented by the 30 second audio clip analysed by the search systems.

The Evalutron system requires human graders to enter two scores for each query/candidate pair. The first score

is categorical, asking a user to determine whether a candidate is ’not similar’, ’somewhat similar’ or ’very similar’

to the query. These are translated to scores of 0, 1 or 2 respectively. The second score that must be applied is a

continuous, fine score in the range 0:10. It is assumed that the categorical scores applied by ‘graders’ will vary

less than the fine numerical scores. However, they provide significantly less scope for the grader to express their

preferences regarding the search results. Hence, both scoring systems are used in the evaluation and their results

compared.

As part of the post-processing of the human applied evaluation scores, the categorical and fine scores corre-

sponding to the candidates from each system for each query are averaged to produce a single evaluation score for

each system for each query. It is these per query averages that are used to rank and compare the systems using the

Friedman test and multiple comparisons.

5) Statistical Significance testing: It has been demonstrated that retrieval result sets and human evaluation scores

have non-normal distributions in many different Information Retrieval tasks [46]. This is likely to also be true of

human evaluation scores of music search results, and poses a number of problems when evaluating such results, as

there is no simple way of normalising and combining the scores in order to produce a single evaluation metric. This

is because each grader’s opinion on performance is subjective and is determined by their own internal ‘similarity

scale’—which may be dependent on several uncontrollable or unmeasurable factors. For a number of years, the

TREC community has used the Friedman test to overcome such issues because it is non-parametric (i.e., it does

not assume normal distribution of the underlying data). [42].

Friedman’s ANOVA compares systems over a number of blocks, in this case, the queries whose results were

evaluated by human graders. So called ‘row effects’, or variance introduced into the results by different combinations

of graders and query are handled by replacing the actual scores with their ranks amongst the systems compared

(the columns). Statistically valid pair-wise comparison of all the system results for significant differences are made

using the Tukey-Kramer technique.
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human_cat_timbre_only.png

Fig. 4. Comparison of search index performance using human applied category scores and the Friedman test and multiple comparisons.

The results of Friedman tests with multiple comparisons are best interpreted as column rank plots. The centre

of a line associated with a system indicates the mean rank achieved by a system on the queries, and the length of

the line is the 95% confidence interval around that mean. Note that the highest rank a system can achieve is equal

to the number of systems compared, and the lowest rank is one. Two systems are considered to have a statistically

significant difference in performance if their confidence intervals do not overlap.

6) Human evaluation results: Queries from four systems were evaluated by graders:

1) KL-divergence applied to single Gaussian distributions of the timbral feature frames (benchmark system);

2) LDA projection followed by a Euclidean distance on flattened Gaussian distribution of the timbral feature

frames (mean and covariance);

3) Classification likelihood profiles (from the MVCART).

4) TF/IDF transcription of leaf-node positions from the MVCART applied to event-level feature vectors;

The Friedman test results for the categorical scores are given in figure 4, and the results for the fine scores are

given in figure 5.

Both sets of Friedman test results show no significant differences between the algorithms tested. In particular,

the KL-Divergence based search index and the MVCART transcription system produced extremely similar results,

each being judged the best performing system on one the two different scoring metrics by very small margins.

A wider set of tests including these systems, systems based on rhythmic (rather than timbral) features and

combinations of search systems is given in [20].
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human_fine_timbre_only.png

Fig. 5. Comparison of search index performance using human applied fine scores and the Friedman test and multiple comparisons.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented three systems for deriving alternative representations of audio music features,

using using the culturally-motivated information learnt by a music classifier, which can be used to estimate the

musical similarity between tracks. One of the most valuable observations from these results is that there are a

number of approaches to the creation of audio music similarity based automated music classification algorithms

that produce an equivalent level of performance to the highly computationally intensive KL-Divergence.

These approaches all require a training set on which to base their analyses (by training a genre classifier that may

be exploited in a number of different ways). Although this might be a considered a disadvantage (as a representative

training set must be selected and labelled from any collection to be indexed), it does yield three important advantages.

1) The similarity spaces produced by all these approaches are almost always metric, allowing the application

of standard techniques for scaling indices based on metric spaces. In the case of the MVCART transcription

indices, alternative methods of scaling the index based on retrieval techniques used in the field of text search

may also be applied to scale indices, without the long indexing runs normally associated with techniques for

scaling metric similarity estimators.

2) The LDA and likelihood based approaches achieve significant reductions in the dimensionality of the feature

space and therefore will achieve significant reductions in the computational complexity of queries. The

MVCART transcription based systems also achieve significant computational savings through efficient sparse

vector techniques and intelligent indexing procedures.
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3) The use of a training dataset offers opportunities for the tuning of a search index, which is not possible with

other indices, except by modifying the audio features. Hence, exemplar selection might be one method of

improving performance of such systems, and might offer a method of adjusting the performance of a system

that under-performs on a particular class or genre of music.

A. Future work

Additional experiments with these systems and combinations of them is presented in [20]. Further work should

focus on:

• the application of these systems to additional feature sets, including those based on Rhythmic, Melodic and

Harmonic properties of music;

• the use of different or additional label sets, such as mood, instrumentation or multiple tag sets;

• the combination of the resulting indices into a single search system;

• the application of the MVCART transcription approach to the output of a source separation algorithm, allowing

each source to be modelled independently (as [13] suggests that the ‘glass-ceiling’ on the performance of audio

music modelling techniques may be the result of an inability to deal with the polyphonic nature of music).
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